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⧾ Even though I’ve joined this magnificent school, O.M.P.H., later this 8th grade
year, I’m so grateful I’ve had the opportunity to be involved. With all my new
friends I made and the kind staff, I’ve come to love this school very dearly. All of
the memories and knowledge I’ve obtained throughout these months here will
stick with me for a very long time, including how to be a great, young Catholic. I’m
truly thankful to my family for their decision to allow me to go here, and for the
teachers who have seen the best in me. With my knowledge I’ve gained, I step
towards the future with new friends and a heart that cares deeply for Jesus. Once
again, thank you to everyone who was involved in my 8th grade year. -Alexis
⧾ My 11 years at O.M.P.H. have not only taught me necessary academics, but also how to form amazing relationships. The people I
have met at O.M.P.H. have not only become my friends, but have become my family. The teachers and staff members have taught
me Christian values and have made sure that as I go through life, I’ll never forget them. As I continue to grow and move on to high
school, O.M.P.H. will never be forgotten. Although my time at Our Mother of Perpetual Help has come to an end, the memories I
have made will last forever. Thank you O.M.P.H. for everything. -Jocelyn
⧾ I have really enjoyed my 8 years at O.M.P.H. School! Graduation is something I desire, but I will miss the small friendly
community of people- friends, teachers, and staff whom I may never see again. Now that I am departing this school, I know I will
never forget the amazing memories of a place where I grew up. I feel that O.M.P.H. has prepared me for my life going forward.
Thank you to all who made my journey throughout O.M.P.H. unforgettable. -Danny
⧾ My 9 years at O.M.P.H. have been filled with many great people, activities, and learning. I have made friendships that will never
be broken and will continue to become stronger. My faith has grown through my time at O.M.P.H. and will continue to grow
through my years of high school. I will truly miss this school and the friendly environment. Goodbye O.M.P.H. -Ian
⧾ From my 10 years going to this school, O.M.P.H. has taught me one thing: Do your best. During my 10 years at O.M.P.H. I have
faced many challenges, but by doing the best that I could do, it made some of those challenges easier. Many people who are
waiting for the school year to end will say that they can’t wait until it’s over, but in my case I know I will miss this school. I will
cherish all the memories I have made here. Thank you and goodbye O.M.P.H. -Colin
⧾ For the past 7 years, O.M.P.H. has supported me in becoming the person I am today. I have met friends that will last me a
lifetime, and I have made memories that I will never forget. O.M.P.H. has always guided me through my failures and praised me for
my successes. The teachers and staff here have taught me so much, from academics to moral values and much more. Thank you,
O.M.P.H., for giving me a memorable childhood and leaving an impact on my life forever. -Isabelle T.
⧾ My 8 years at O.M.P.H. will never be forgotten. I have made amazing friends that I hope to never lose, and memories I hope to
never forget. I may be leaving, but the friendships and memories will always stay with me. O.M.P.H. is my second home because
everyone there is my second family. I have learned many things that I won’t forget at Lancaster Catholic. My faith has grown here
and so has my friendships. Thank you O.M.P.H. for making me feel like I belong, and thank you for making me the person I am
today. I will miss you! -Maxine
⧾ I have been at O.M.P.H. for 10 years, and have made so many amazing memories and friends. O.M.P.H. has become my second
home and I am so grateful for that. The teachers and staff have taught me great Christian values that I hope to use in everything I
do. Although I am leaving O.M.P.H., all of the great memories I have made here will last forever. I am so thankful that I was able to
grow up in an environment like O.M.P.H. -Maria

